
Rainbow Reach Grief Recovery Books Specifically for Children Now Available

Created by Certified Grief Recovery Specialist Susan Weaver and recommended by parents, therapists and counselors, 
new Rainbow Reach activity books that help kids 4-14 cope with anxiety, military deployment of a parent, loss of a pet 
or the death of a loved one are now available at RainbowReach.com and Amazon.com.

Herndon, VA (PR Web) July 26, 2012 – Created to fill a need for grief-recovery resources specifically for children, the 
first four titles in Susan Weaver’s well-reviewed Rainbow Reach Series are now available for sale at RainbowReach.com 
and Amazon.com. These beautifully designed, high-quality workbooks are brimming with drawing, coloring, writing and 
thinking activities, all carefully developed to help children cope with and recover from the grief and anxiety of life-changing 
events such as the death of a loved one, the loss of a cherished family pet, the military deployment of a parent or other issues 
causing them stress. Once the workbook is complete, it becomes a scrapbook filled with treasured memories and practical 
stress-busters that the child can refer to again and again. 

According to Rainbow Reach founder Susan Weaver, the concept for these grief-recovery activity books was born from the 
helplessness she felt when a friend’s family experienced the death of their beloved dog. “I wanted to find a way to help the 
children through their grief,” said Weaver. “I knew it was important for children to draw and write about their experience, 
but I couldn’t find any guidance or materials specifically for children, so I decided to create my own.” Weaver’s journey 
led to far more than creating grief-recovery workbooks. She became a Certified Grief Recovery Specialist and founded 
Rainbow Reach, an organization dedicated to providing recovery materials and resources to help children ages 4-14 cope 
with grief, loss, and anxiety. 

The Rainbow Reach Series has received glowing reviews from parents, psychologists, trauma therapists, veterinarians 
and noted authors in the field of grief recovery, including Linda Goldman (Raising Our Children to be Resilient), Russell 
Friedman and John W. James (When Children Grieve), and Fran Zamore (GriefWork).

The first four activity books in the series are available for $13.95 each on Amazon.com and RainbowReach.com: 
• Forever Friend: Activities for Kids Who Have Lost a Pet
• Heroes! Activities for Kids Dealing with Deployment
• Love & Memories: Activities for Kids Who Have Lost a Loved One
• Worry Busters! Activities for Kids Who Worry Too Much

More information about these books, plus additional child-oriented tools and services, can be found at: 
www.RainbowReach.com.
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Dear Reader:

 From the death of a loved one or cherished pet, to facing a bully or having a parent deployed far from 
home, children often struggle with loss and worry. It can be difficult to help. But if children don’t work 
through the experience, repressed feelings and unanswered questions can cause emotional issues.

That’s why I hope you’ll consider reviewing
Rainbow Reach grief-and-loss recovery activity books for kids 4-14.

 The Rainbow Reach Series is a collection of activity books that enables parents, therapists and other 
adults to help children open up and begin healing. These high-quality books are brimming with drawing, 
writing and thinking activities carefully developed to help youngsters cope with the grief and anxiety of 
life’s difficult moments. Once the activity book is complete, it becomes a treasured scrapbook filled with 
much-loved memories and practical stress-busters that the child can refer to again and again.

 The Series has received glowing reviews from professionals, including grief recovery specialists, trauma 
therapists, counselors and authors of some of the leading books in the field of resilience and recovery. Best 
of all, the books are winners with children – engaging them not only in the fun, creative activities, but in 
exploring and sharing their feelings, thoughts and questions. The first four books in the Series are:

Forever Friend: Activities for Kids Who Have Lost a Pet
Helps children address sadness as well as fears the loss may raise about death and dying.

Heroes! Activities for Kids Dealing with Deployment
Helps children address fear for their parent’s safety, changes at home, and how to keep in touch.

Love & Memories: Activities for Kids Who Have Lost a Loved One
Helps children say good-bye in a healthy way and preserve happy memories.

Worry Busters! Activities for Kids Who Worry Too Much
Helps children deal with worries triggered by illness, peer pressure, bullies, grades, or other stresses.

 I believe that the people you reach would appreciate knowing about these affordable resources 
($13.95 each). I hope you’ll consider reviewing them. Please let me know if I can provide any further 
information for you. Thank you so much for your help.

  Sincerely,

  Susan Weaver

P.S. I am a Certified Grief Recovery Specialist® and the books I have written draw on my training as well 
as my personal experience in trying to help children weather life’s difficult moments. You’ll find more 
information on the Rainbow Reach website: www.RainbowReach.com.
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About Rainbow Reach and the Rainbow Reach 
Book Series: Grief Recovery Resources Created 
Just For Children

Nothing makes adults feel more helpless than seeing a child struggle 
with grief and loss. But while there are many grief recovery resources 
for adults, few are targeted at the specific needs of children, 
particularly younger children. It was to fill this void that Susan 
Weaver earned her certification as a Grief Recovery Specialist and 
conceived Rainbow Reach – books, tools and resources developed 
specifically to help children cope with difficult issues such as anxiety 
and the death of a loved one or pet.

“The idea for Rainbow Reach was born when a friend’s family lost 
their beloved dog. I’ve raised dogs for years and know that special 
– awful – heartache,” says Weaver. “I wanted to find a way to help 
the children with their grief. I knew it was important for children to 
draw pictures and write about their experience, but I couldn’t find 
materials or guidance on what to write and draw, or how to turn 
these activities into an actual recovery process.

 As an art director and graphic designer, I decided to help my friend’s 
children make a scrapbook to remember their pet. I created coloring 
pages filled with spaces for them to paste photos, draw, and record 
happy memories with their very special pet. The scrapbook was so 
helpful in allowing the children to process their grief and begin to 
heal, that I began thinking about how to use the same concept to 
address other life-changing events for children.”

The result is the Rainbow Reach organization and its activity books, 
tools and resources – all focused on helping children handle grief and 
loss. These resources are backed by the same practices therapists use, 
yet they are simple and engaging enough for children to use on their 
own or with a parent or other trusted adult. With these tools, adults 
can help keep a child’s repressed feelings and unanswered questions 
from having negative consequences for years to come. That is the 
mission of Rainbow Reach.

About Susan Weaver, 
Founder of Rainbow 
Reach and Author of the 
Rainbow Reach Book 
Series
Susan Weaver is a Certified 
Grief Recovery Specialist® 
offering Outreach Programs 
and counseling to the Northern 
Virginia metropolitan area. She 
holds a BS degree from Virginia 
Commonwealth University and 
is the founder of Rainbow Reach 
and Loss2Life. Susan is also a 
highly regarded art director and 
founder of the graphic design 
firm, Dobe Marketing, Inc., 
named for her lifelong love of 
Doberman Pinschers.
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Rainbow Reach – 
Mission
To teach children the skills 
they need to overcome life’s 
most difficult moments 
ranging from grief and 
sadness to dealing with 
worry and anxiety. Helping 
to improve the lives of 
children today so they will 
have a better tomorrow.



Rainbow Reach Activity Books for Review
Available on Amazon.com and RainbowReach.com

Title: Forever Friend
Subtitle: Activities for Kids Who Have Lost a Pet
Author: Susan B. Weaver
ISBN: Amazon.com – 978-0-9829490-4-7
ISBN: RainbowReach.com – 978-0-9829490-8-5
LCCN: 2011920729
Publication Date: Amazon.com – February 2011
Publication Date: RainbowReach.com – December 2011
Trim Size: 8.5” x 11”
Binding: Perfect

Content for each title is exactly the same whether purchased from Amazon.com or the Rainbow Reach website. 
However, there are some differences worth noting:

 Amazon.com RainbowReach.com

 Number of Pages 80 pages plus cover: 64 pages plus cover: 35 additional 
  16 additional (blank) pages (blank) pages included in the 
  included in each book for ‘Color Me Tablet’ provided with 
  drawing and  journaling. each Gift Box Set for additional 
    drawing and journaling. Great for 
    families with more than one child.

 Paper Thickness 60# text  80# text
  Excellent for writing and  Thicker paper great for writing 
  drawing with pencils, pen,  and drawing with markers, pencils, 
  colored pencils and crayons.  pens, colored pencils and crayons.
  Markers may bleed through.

 Gift Sets Not available.   Gift Sets available Bundled or
    Boxed with Crayola® products.

 Volume Discounts No  Yes

 Shipping Eligible for FREE Super Saver Shipping additional.
  Shipping on orders over $25.

 Cost $13.95 per book. $13.95 per book.

Title: Heroes!
Subtitle: Activities for Kids Dealing with Deployment
Author: Susan B. Weaver
ISBN: Amazon.com – 978-0-9829490-2-3
ISBN: RainbowReach.com – 978-0-9829490-0-9
LCCN: 2011920725
Publication Date: Amazon.com – February 2011
Publication Date: RainbowReach.com – December 2011
Trim Size: 8.5” x 11”
Binding: Perfect

Title: Love & Memories
Subtitle: Activities for Kids Who Have Lost a Loved One
Author: Susan B. Weaver
ISBN: Amazon.com – 978-0-9829490-1-6
ISBN: RainbowReach.com – 978-0-9829490-9-2
LCCN: 2011920724
Publication Date: Amazon.com – February 2011
Publication Date: RainbowReach.com – December 2011
Trim Size: 8.5” x 11”
Binding: Perfect

Title: Worry Busters!
Subtitle: Activities for Kids Who Worry Too Much
Author: Susan B. Weaver
ISBN: Amazon.com – 978-0-9829490-5-4
ISBN: RainbowReach.com – 978-0-9829490-7-8
LCCN: 2011920726
Publication Date: Amazon.com – February 2011
Publication Date: RainbowReach.com – December 2011
Trim Size: 8.5” x 11”
Binding: Perfect



What is Rainbow Reach?
Rainbow Reach is an organization developed specifically to help young children cope with difficult issues such as grief, 
loss and anxiety. The Rainbow Reach Series of activity books is the primary resource of Rainbow Reach, and serves as 
a communication tool for children and adults. The activity books enable children to connect with caring adults who can 
help them through the grief process and back to a normal life beyond the loss they’ve experienced. There are currently 
four books in the series:
• Forever Friend: Activities for Kids Who Have Lost a Pet
• Heroes! Activities for Kids Dealing with Deployment
• Love & Memories: Activities for Kids Who Have Lost a Loved One
• Worry Busters! Activities for Kids Who Worry Too Much

How did the idea for the Rainbow Reach Book Series come about?
The Rainbow Reach Book Series began with a single title born out of what the author, Susan Weaver, knew from her own 
personal experience, and grew into a series based on what the children of her friends and neighbors were experiencing. 
When Susan searched for materials to help the children with the difficulties they were facing, she was surprised to find 
almost no resources available for that age group, and what she did find was limited and general in nature. So Susan 
decided to create her own materials to assist children in getting through these life-affecting events. Becoming a Certified 
Grief Recovery Specialist® further enhanced Susan’s understanding of what was necessary to overcome loss and grief, and 
is reflected in the contents of each and every title.

Why is it important for children to grieve?
Grieving allows children to integrate losses and move on. Teaching children how to express and acknowledge thoughts 
and feelings, as they occur, helps them build confidence and self-esteem. It also provides the tools they need to handle 
difficult situations and stress throughout their lifetime.

How does adult grief  differ from a child’s grief?
The grieving process for adults is generally a continuous process, until the adult is ready to integrate or to hide their 
sorrow and move on. Children are not able to digest the magnitude of a large emotional loss all at once. They grieve a 
little at a time, in small increments or waves. A child may be sad and crying one moment, and the next moment the same 
child may be laughing and playing. Children must realize the loss slowly as it becomes a part of their daily lives.

How do the Activity Books work to help with grief  or anxiety?
Receiving a Rainbow Reach book makes a child feel special and lets the child know that someone cares, which can make 
all the difference in the world. Each book helps the child identify a trusted adult with whom he or she can share concerns 
and emotions. The books initiate conversations that will answer a child’s questions and break down the loss event into 
manageable pieces that are easier to digest. With plenty of space for writing and drawing, the books encourage a child to 
express feelings and share what’s on his or her mind. Even if a child doesn’t want to share initially, the workbooks serve as 
communication tools for parents so they can start a conversation about what has been written or drawn. The books target 
specific events such as the loss of a pet or deployment of a parent, so they include a clear direction for what the child is 
experiencing. The end result provides children with confidence in themselves and empowers them to know that they can 
deal with the situation better should it ever happen again.

Questions and Answers about Rainbow Reach 
and the Rainbow Reach Book Series

(continued)



What is most important in helping a child through grief?
The single most important component every child needs in order to grieve is the involvement of at least one responsible 
adult who cares about the child. This person can explain what is happening, answer questions, and provide reassurance 
to the child that he or she will be safe.

Why wouldn’t a parent or responsible adult know to help a grieving child?
There are several reasons why adults may overlook the needs of a grieving child:
1) Lack of  knowledge – children grieve a little at a time, taking time out for play and fun. It can be difficult for adults to 

realize that a child is grieving because children may appear to be fine when they are actually just taking a break from 
the grieving process. 

2) Dealing with their own grief  – adults are often experiencing the same loss as the child and are overwhelmed with 
their own grief experience. Especially in the case of serious illness or death, it can be difficult for adults to realize that 
children need help.

3) Unawareness – many adults have never been taught that it’s important to pay attention to or react to their own feelings, 
so they don’t know how to acknowledge, or may underestimate, the feelings of a child who is having trouble.

4) Self-involvement – parents can be so busy and worried about what’s happening in their own lives, and trying to fulfill 
their own needs, that it can be easy to overlook the needs of their children.

5) Old beliefs – not so long ago adults embraced the saying: “Children should be seen and not heard.” Worrying about 
what children feel is a relatively new concept for many adults who were not raised with these values. It’s an educational 
process and a hope at Rainbow Reach that the book series will create an awareness in parents and adults who may not 
realize the needs of a grieving child.

What can happen when children are unable to grieve, and instead suppress their feelings following loss or death?
The consequences of repressed feelings may not be obvious immediately. It can take days, weeks, or even months before a 
child shows any adverse signs, when all of a sudden the child may start acting out for no apparent reason. For others, the 
repressed feelings don’t show up until they cause emotional problems later in life. Unexpressed feelings of grief and loss 
can lead to secondary losses such as loss of trust, security, or safety. If children feel that no one cares about them or will 
listen to them, they are likely to develop low levels of self-esteem and bad self-images that can have consequences well 
into adulthood.

Who are the books for?
The books are written for children ages 4-14, but can be helpful for teenagers and even adults in dealing with loss and 
grief.

What do children need in order to complete the activities in the books?
All that is needed to begin one of the activity books is any type of coloring or writing tool like a pencil, pen, colored pencil 
or crayon. The books begin by helping the child to identify a trusted adult that he or she can work with to complete the 
activities.

What tools and resources are available on the Rainbow Reach website?
• Books and Gift Sets – while the books are available at Amazon.com ($13.95 each) – there are gift sets available only on 

RainbowReach.com. The ‘Gift Bundle’ ($16.95) includes Crayola® Colored Pencils with each activity book; the ‘Gift 
Box’ ($25.95) includes Crayola® Colored Pencils, Markers, and a ‘Color Me’ Tablet with blank pages which works great 
if there are multiple children in a family who are working in the same book.

Q & A about Rainbow Reach and the Rainbow Reach Book Series (continued)

(continued)



• Relaxation Exercises – developed by Dr. Terry Orlick to teach children positive living skills such as how to relax or 
channel feelings of anger. Spaghetti Toes is one of the most popular exercises, introducing the concept of stress and 
relaxation by having children ‘tense up’ and pretend they’re hard, uncooked spaghetti. Then the children learn to ‘let 
go’ so their muscles feel like soft, cooked spaghetti. This is a great way to help children learn the difference between 
stress and relaxation, and to appreciate how good it feels to relax. There are thirteen exercies – seven for younger 
children and six for older children. Each includes instructions for adults as well as audio tracks that can be downloaded 
for the children.

• Grief  Recovery Programs – there is access to two programs on the website: Helping Children Deal With Loss, an 
educational study group for adults that provides practical guidance on how to help children deal with death, divorce, 
pet loss, moving, and other losses; and the Grief  Recovery Method® Outreach Program which guides adults who wish 
to resolve their loss issues and move beyond their grief to a richer quality of life. Both programs are led by certified 
grief recovery specialists. The site includes a Specialist Finder so anyone can locate programs offered within their 
geographical range in the United States or Canada.

• Bookmarks – available free to therapists, counselors and other professionals who have clients, patients, parents 
or students who may benefit from using one of the Rainbow Reach Series’ books. The bookmarks include a brief 
description of each book and provide information on where the books can be purchased.

• Outside Resources – the National Bereavement Resource Guide listing camps and grief organizations in every state for 
parents or adults wanting more information. This information is provided by The New York Life Foundation and The 
Moyer Foundation.

• Charities – Rainbow Reach commits 5% of pre-tax profits from the website to support the following charities associated 
with each book:
F	Forever Friend – proceeds benefit the American Society for the Prevention of  Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA)
F	Love & Memories – proceeds benefit St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
F	Heroes! – proceeds benefit the Wounded Warrior Project
F	Worry Busters! – proceeds benefit the Anxiety Disorders Association of  America (ADAA)

What’s next for Rainbow Reach and the Rainbow Reach Book Series?
Rainbow Reach is working on additional titles for the book series to include children dealing with divorce and bullying,  
and also a book to help children learn about identifying and handling their emotions. Rainbow Reach has received 
requests to produce books for older children of middle school and high school age, and these are also possibilities.

Additional questions? 
Contact: Susan Weaver
Phone: 703-758-8100
Fax: 703-758-8111
Email: susan@rainbowreach.com
Website: www.rainbowreach.com

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS (continued)



“Susan Weaver has created the Rainbow Reach Series as a comprehensive tool for children to express thoughts and 
feelings involving death and loss. From pet loss, to worry, deployment and death, these interactive workbooks create the 
safe space for expression so needed for our bereaved girls and boys. Parents and professionals will assuredly benefit from 
using these resources to develop communication and sharing, and normalize a child’s grief journey. The Rainbow Reach 
Series is a valuable tool for young people and adults to use in recognizing the multifaceted aspects of grieving, and for 
supporting outlooks for recovery and resilience that can be useful throughout a lifetime.” 

Linda Goldman, Grief  Therapist and Educator
Author of:  Life and Loss, Children  Also Grieve, and Raising Our Children to Be Resilient

“The key to recovery from significant emotional loss is to express feelings in the moment you have them. Children are 
naturally superb at communicating what they feel when they feel it. The Rainbow Reach Series of books presents perfect 
guidelines for children to help them discover what they need and want to communicate about life-affecting events, in 
pictures and words. We heartily endorse these books – and heart is the most important element.” 

  Russell Friedman & John W.  James
  Co-authors of:  The Grief Recovery Handbook and When Children Grieve
  www.griefrecoverymethod.com

“Just like their soldier dads and moms, many military children are experiencing an extraordinary number of deployments 
resulting in disruptions in their home routines and stress. They often feel they must take on additional family respon-
sibilities in the absence of their deployed parent and can become overwhelmed.

 AUSA Family Programs is continually searching for beneficial resources to offer military parents to help them address 
these challenges. I highly recommend Susan Weaver’s Rainbow Reach Series of books for younger children. These 
insightful workbooks will address not only sensitive issues such as worry and the deployment of a parent but also the 
loss of a loved one or even a family pet. Using both pictures and words, they offer a means for a child to be able to 
communicate his/her emotions and thoughts about life affecting events.”

  Sylvia E. J. Kidd, Director of Family Programs
Association of the US  Army (AUSA)

“I just received the Heroes! Rainbow Reach Series workbook. It is GREAT! I am a school counselor in a rural district and 
currently have 2 sisters (Kindergarten and 3rd Grade) whose father is in Afghanistan. This will be perfect!”

Laura Hufford, School Counselor
South Vienna Elementary School

“As a licensed clinical psychologist, with several years of experience helping children with the issues contained in the 
Rainbow Reach Series, I would utilize the books in a child’s therapy to help them learn how to express difficult thoughts 
and feelings. The books are colorful, engaging, and easy to use, and the activities will help children address the impact 
of life events in healthy ways.” 

Lynn J.  Piper, Ph.D., LCP
Animal  Assisted and  Trauma Therapist

(continued)

Reviews for the Rainbow Reach Book Series



“Children heal best when they are engaged in activities that help them express and resolve difficult feelings. The Rainbow 
Reach Series provides such activities in a creative, interesting workbook format that will help children move beyond grief 
and anxiety.”

  Mary  W.  Lindahl, Ph.D.
Professor of  Psychology,  Marymount University

Licensed Clinical Psychologist

“I particularly like the Worry Busters! activity that helps children decide how big their worry is and how to make their 
worry smaller.”

Nancy S. Price, LCSW – Licensed Clinical Social Worker

“Over the years as a veterinarian, I have been asked how to help children work through the loss of a family pet. In the 
small world of a child, a family pet occupies more of that world than we adults may understand. This book provides a 
tool to help our children work through what they may be feeling in the loss of a pet they cherished. The “doing” activity 
focus of the book provides a tactile venue to help spark heart to heart communication, which is essential in the healing 
process.” 

Andrew  Voell, DVM
Pender  Veterinary Centre – Fairfax,  VA

“In an age of communication by social media networks, Twitter, Facebook, and other non-physically connected devices, 
it is refreshing to find a means to help children deal with the pain of loss, parental deployment, worry and anxiety that 
is non-electronic and allows for multimedia expression of feelings in an interactive format. The use of drawings and 
activities illustrate more complex concepts such as projection, desensitization, grief, mourning, and guilt. For many 
children, the loss of a pet through death is the first encounter with the ending of a life. Yet many adults underestimate 
the feelings of loss. The Forever Friend activity book is an excellent tool to help children work through the stages of 
loss including remembering, ritual, and moving on. The Heroes! activity book is an excellent tool for children whose 
parent or parents are being deployed in dangerous, life-threatening war zones. Without dwelling on the negative impacts 
of deployment, this workbook approaches deployment from the positive of what the hero parent is doing to help our 
country and how those children can preserve a long-distance relationship.” 

Mary Beth Williams, Ph.D., LCSW
Trauma Recovery and Education Counseling Center

“LOVE the books! Every church should keep a couple copies of the Rainbow Reach Series for the leaders of children’s 
and middle school youth efforts!” 

Lois Hall, MS
Grief Recovery Specialist Trainer,  The Grief Recovery Institute®

“The Rainbow Reach Series is wonderful! I love the way that a child’s creativity is utilized in identifying emotions and 
focusing on blessings. The books offer excellent yet simple text and drive the lessons of optimism, acceptance of feelings 
and resilience home in truly age-appropriate ways. Bravo!”

Fran Zamore, MSW,  ACSW
Author of:  GriefWork – Healing from Loss and The GriefWork Companion – Activities for Healing

Bereavement Coordinator,  Holy Cross Hospice – Silver Spring, MD
Private Practice

Reviews for the Rainbow Reach Book Series (continued)



Rainbow Reach
Grief  Recovery Resources Just For Children

The books drive 

the lessons 

of  optimism, 

acceptance of  

feelings and 

resilience home 

in truly age-

appropriate ways.

Created to fill a need for grief recovery resources specifically for children, these 

beautifully designed, high-quality workbooks are brimming with drawing, 

coloring, writing and thinking activities ... carefully developed to help kids 

ages 4-14 cope with and recover from the grief and 

anxiety of life’s difficult moments. Once 

the activity book is complete, it 

becomes a treasured scrapbook 

filled with much-

loved memories 

and practical 

stress-busters 

that the child 

can refer to 

again and 

again.

Love & Memories
Activities for Kids 
Who Have Lost a 
Loved One
Help children say 
goodbye in a healthy 
way that comforts them 
and keeps repressed 
feelings from causing 
emotional problems 
down the road.

Forever Friend
Activities for Kids 
Who Have Lost a Pet
Help children work 
through their grief at 
the loss of a cherished 
family pet. Address 
questions and fears the 
loss may raise about 
death and dying.

Heroes! 
Activities for Kids 
Dealing with Deployment
Help children open 
up about fear for their 
parent’s safety, changes 
at home, anger and 
loneliness. Activities 
focus on both coping and 
keeping in touch.

Worry Busters!
Activities for Kids 
Who Worry Too Much
Help children deal with 
everything from the death 
of a loved one to illness, 
peer pressure, bullies, 
grades, nightmares, 
popularity issues, and 
making mistakes.

Activity books are available individually for $13.95 at www.amazon.com, 
or packaged in gift sets with Crayola® coloring products, personalized gift 
tags and clear keepsake boxes at www.rainbowreach.com.

Activity Books For Kids 4-14
By Susan Weaver, Certified Grief  Recovery Specialist®

Valuable Tools 
for Parents and

Therapists 

Gift Sets shown
on back

To Order Books Visit: www.amazon.com
To Order Books & Gift Sets Visit: www.rainbowreach.com

Rainbow Reach 
Activity Books: 
A Wonderful Response To “How Can I Help?”

Fran Zamore, MSW,  ACSW

Author of:  GriefWork – 

Healing from Loss and  

The GriefWork Companion – 

Activities for Healing



SAMPLING OF
ACTIVITIES
• Draw and color
• Gather photos
• Capture happy memories
• Create a memorial
• Size your worries
• Write a letter
• Compose a song
• Talk it out
• Is your worry real?
• Relaxation secrets
• Anger busters
• Feeling sad or lonely?
• How to keep in touch

RAINBOW REACH 
Earns Glowing Reviews 
from parents, therapists, and 
noted grief recovery authors, 
including Linda Goldman 
(Raising Our Children To 
Be Resilient), Fran Zamore 
(GriefWork), Russell Friedman 
and John W. James (When 
Children Grieve).

“I highly recommend Susan 
Weaver’s Rainbow Reach 
Series of books for younger 
children.” 

Sylvia E. J. Kidd
Director of Family Programs

Association of the US Army (AUSA)

“I would utilize the books to 
help [children] learn how to 
express difficult thoughts and 
feelings.”

Lynn J. Piper, Ph.D., LCP
Animal Assisted & Trauma Therapist

“The Rainbow Reach Series 
provides activities [to] help 
children move beyond grief 
and anxiety.”

Mary W. Lindahl, Ph.D., LCP
Professor of Psychology

Marymount University

“It is refreshing to find a 
means to help children deal 
with loss and anxiety that is 
non-electronic and allows for 
expression of feelings in an 
interactive format.”

Mary Beth Williams, Ph.D., LCSW

“This book [helps] children 
work through what they may 
be feeling in the loss of a pet 
they cherished.”

Andrew Voell, DVM
Pender Veterinary Centre

GIFT SETS
Gift Bundles & Boxes available at: 
www.rainbowreach.com

Forever Friend: Activities for Kids Who Have Lost a Pet

Heroes! Activities for Kids Dealing with Deployment

Love & Memories: Activities for Kids Who Have Lost a Loved One

Worry Busters! Activities for Kids Who Worry Too Much

Gift Bundles
Gift Bundles contain:
• Grief Recovery Activity Book
• 12 Crayola® Colored Pencils
• Personalized Gift Tag
Price: $16.95

Worry Busters! Gift Bundle

Gift Boxes
Gift Boxes contain:
• Grief Recovery Activity Book
• Color Me Tablet
• 24 Crayola® Colored Pencils
• 10 Crayola® Markers
• Personalized Gift Tag
• Keep-It-All See-Through Box 
Price: $25.95

Heroes! Gift Box

ABOUT 
RAINBOW REACH
Rainbow Reach was founded by 
Certified Grief Recovery 

Specialist Susan Weaver to 
provide tools, outreach programs, 
counseling and resources such 
as the Rainbow Reach Activity 
Books to help children ages 4-14 
cope with and heal from the 
life-shaping impact of loss, grief 
and stress.

Rainbow Reach • P.O. Box 461 • Herndon, VA 20172
Phone: 703-758-8100 • Fax: 703-758-8111
www.rainbowreach.com • Email: info@rainbowreach.com



Is a

Recommended by parents and therapists, these activity 
books are designed to help kids 4-14 work through life’s 
difficult times. Each book uses drawing, writing and 
thinking activities to help children express their feelings. 
The completed book becomes a beautiful scrapbook filled 
with treasured memories and practical stress-busters that 
the child can refer to again and again.

Forever Friend: 
Activities for Kids Who Have Lost a Pet

Heroes!
Activities for Kids Dealing with Deployment

Love & Memories:
Activities for Kids Who Have Lost a Loved One

Worry Busters!
Activities for Kids Who Worry Too Much

Books available at: www.amazon.com

Books & Gift Sets available at: 
www.rainbowreach.com

Books are available individually for $13.95, or in gift sets including 
colored pencils, personalized tags and keepsake display boxes.

can help them heal.
Rainbow Reach
suffering?

child
“The books drive the lessons of optimism, acceptance 
of feelings and resilience home in truly age-appropriate 
ways. Bravo!” Fran Zamore, MSW, ACSW

  Bereavement Coordinator and author of 
 GriefWork: Healing from Loss and The GriefWork Companion

“I highly recommend Susan Weaver’s Rainbow Reach 
Series of books for younger children.” 

  Sylvia E. J. Kidd, Director of Family Programs
  Association of the US Army (AUSA)

“I would utilize the books to help [children] learn how to 
express difficult thoughts and feelings.” 

  Lynn J. Piper, Ph.D., LCP
  Animal Assisted and Trauma Therapist

“The Rainbow Reach Series provides activities [to] help 
children move beyond grief and anxiety.” 

  Mary W. Lindahl, Ph.D., LCP
  Professor of Psychology, Marymount University

“Parents and professionals will benefit from using these 
resources to normalize a child’s grief journey.” 

  Linda Goldman, Grief  Therapist and author of Life and Loss,
  Children Also Grieve, and Raising Our Children to Be Resilient

“This book [helps] children work through what they may 
be feeling in the loss of a pet they cherished.” 

  Andrew Voell, DVM – Pender Veterinary Centre

Rainbow Reach  books were developed by a 
Certified Grief Recovery Specialist® and are
endorsed by The Grief Recovery Institute®.

Rainbow Reach
earns glowing reviews

Bookmarks are available FREE to therapists, counselors, 
and other professionals. To order, go to www.rainbowreach.com 

and click on the ‘For Therapists/Professionals’ tab.

Bookmarks available to Therapists, Counselors, and other Professionals 
who may Wish to Recommend the

Rainbow Reach Series to Parents, Patients, Students or Clients




